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Market Goes Up… Market Goes… 
Welcome to October, folks! We cannot believe it’s already fall, and we are 
beginning the fourth and final quarter of this eventful (to say the least) year. 
The market during September can be summed up in one word: volatile. 
Through all last month’s ups and downs, the S&P 500 finished the month 
down about 3.9% and the DJI finished down about 2.3%; the tech-focused 
NASDAQ index has been hardest hit, down 5.7% for the month. After rising 
over 27% at the beginning of the month the VIX, the measure of market 
volatility, is now at the same level it was this time last month. We’ve been on 
quite a ride and we unfortunately anticipate more of this movement leading 
up to the election and thereafter. 

Tech Sells Off Leading the Market Lower 

September volatility began with technology selling off early in the month. 
FAANG stocks (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google) had led the market 
higher for several months and were coined the “stay-at-home” stocks; 
investors took comfort in the solid upward climb. There was no single trigger 
for the September sell off – no macro concerns per se – valuations simply got 
ahead of pricing in our opinion. We believe; however, this is a healthy sign of 
market recovery; while tech sold off, banks, energy and industrials 
outperformed; we saw Value appreciate in what’s called sector rotation. As 
we’ve mentioned in previous editions of 2 Cents, Value has been trailing 
Growth since the market bottom mid-March and Value has historically rallied 
during early economic recoveries. 

Election Likely to Create Volatility Until Winner Announced 

Each day as we inch closer to November 3, politics are playing an increasing 
role in market volatility. We get volatility with uncertainty and this election is 
full of that. Some 40% of ballots are mail-in this year – double than in a typical 
election – which means we likely won’t have a winner on election night or for 
some time thereafter. In addition, legal action looks increasingly likely. 
Compounding issues are some heavy emotions on both sides of the aisle 
stemming from the proposed replacement of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
Sticking points are halting progress on another aid package needed to keep 
consumers spending and the economy progressing.  

Economic Data Shows Strength but Could Faulter without Aid 

We have seen some encouraging signs of economic growth from trailing 
indicators. Home prices rose in July from June, fueled by record low interest 
rates and the desire for larger suburban homes vs. more crowded 
metropolitan areas. Existing home sales are up 10.5% y/y for August. The 
unemployment rate for August dropped to 8.4% from 10.2% in July. Leading 
indicators, however, are showing mixed signs. Initial Jobless Claims came in 
higher than expected the last few weeks while consumer confidence remains 
high, and the September manufacturing surveys continue to show expansion. 
Coronavirus aid packages fueled the recent recovery, and we are now in the 
early stages of learning the impact of its absence without a new package yet 
to be agreed on. Overall, COVID cases in the US are trending down, while 
Midwest and Plains states are seeing cases surge and the positivity rate NYC is 
ticking up again.  



 

PLANNING 

Some Clarification on Interest Rates 

This past month, the Fed issued a noteworthy policy statement and we soon 
after had the pleasure of listening to former Fed Chair Janet Yellen speak. A 
few takeaways from these events: 1) interest rates are expected to remain 
near zero through end of 2023; 2) the Fed’s new policy is to have inflation 
target 2% with periods where it exceeds this level; 3) negative interest rates 
are a very unlikely scenario, as the Fed would have to be in a dire situation 
and run out of all other alternatives before they resort to this strategy; 4) 
lower rates will obviously be a benefit to paying back the fiscal stimulus; and 
5) rates will stay low not only until inflation is 2%, but until unemployment is 
down to normalized levels (~4.1%), hence the reason these low rates will likely 
be around past 2023. 
 

What Would a Biden Presidency Mean for Taxes? 

There is a lot of noise out there and we wanted to shed some light on this and 
clarify as best we can what taxes would look like under Biden’s current plan. 
It’s important to note this would need support from the House and Senate to 
be fully implemented and these changes would come over time as spending 
needs dictate. To sum it up, if Biden were to win and implement all the tax 
initiatives: income tax rates for those in the 37% bracket would rise 2.6%, tax 
for capital gains income over $1M would increase by 15.8%; tax breaks would 
be eliminated that reward special interests; and itemized deductions would be 
capped at a 28% rate. Payroll social security tax would also increase 6.2% for 
those earning over $400K. Please see the attached handout that provides a 
simple breakdown of these changes as well as the corporate tax proposed 
changes.  
 

SEP IRA Contributions 
This is another friendly reminder for those of you who have filed a tax 
extension, you have until 10/15/20 to make your final 2019 SEP contributions.  
 

TEAM UPDATES 

I’m proud to share that I’ve been named as one of the Top 175 Wealth 
Advisor Moms for 2020 by Working Mother and Shook Research. The list 
features 500 of the most successful mothers working in financial advising 
today. 
  
As always, please let us reach out if you’d like to discuss your plan or the 

markets!  

 
Kristin & Team 
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